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1. Introduction
The sequence of Qur'an 85:1~9, referring to the mysterious a§l}iib alukhdfid, has long been identified with the historical "Martyrs of Najran." 1 These were martyrs who, according to the Christian Book of
the Himyarites, and also according to Muslim historiography, were executed by Yusuf Ash'ar Dhu Nuwas (ca. 521~3 CE), the Judaizing king of
J:Iimyar. Starting with Ibn Isl;taq's (d. ca. 150/767) al-Sim al-nabawiyya,
the issue of the Najran persecutions was discussed in numerous Muslim
history books, and eventually in the !y,adfth literature as well. This article will explore the relationship between the principal accounts of the
martyrological narrative of the Christians of Najran (a§~iib al-ukhdud),
and examine the reasons why certain accounts have been favored over
others.
The Muslim sources concerning the origins of Christianity in the
city of Najran focus upon the figure of one Faymiyun (apparently from
the Greek name Pethion). 2 Ibn Isl;taq in the version of Ibn Hisham (d.
218/833) gives many details of his Syrian origins and tells how he traveled
*This article benefitted from the critique of Y!ichael Lecker, Christian Robin,
Uri Rubin, Zeev Rubin, and other participants of the conference "from Jahiliyya to
Islam," held at the Institute for Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University in .July
2006.
1 Most of the materials are cited by Irfan Shahid, Byzantium and the Arabs in
the sixth century, vol. 1, part 2, pp. 728-32; see also Axel Moberg (trans.), The
Book of the Himyar-ites, pp. ci--cxlvi; idem, Uber einige christliche Legenden in der
islamischen Tradition, pp. 1-:38; Shahid, The martyrs of Najriin: new documents,
pp. 44-64; Rudi Paret, "a~!Jiib al-ukhdiid," E/ 2 , s.v. and M.R. al-Assouad, "Dhu
:-<uwas," E/ 2 , s.v. See also Christian Robin, "Joseph, dernier roi de I;Iimyar," in the
present volume, pp. 1-124.
2 Discussion in C.E. Bosworth (trans.), The history of al- '[a barf: the Sasanids, the
Byzantines, the Lakhmids and Yemen, pp. 192-4, note 487.
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through Arabia, was captured by the Bedouin and sold as a slave to the
people of Najran. 3 The message put into the mouth of Faymiyiln is
one that is very close to Islamic teaching. Standard comments such as
those ascribed to Faymiyiln ~ when he confronted the pagan worship
of a palm tree, he is said to have stated: "This palm tree neither harms
nor benefits, so why do you worship it? If I called my Lord, whom I
worship, he would destroy you" 4 ~ strongly echo similar comments in
the Qur'an:" These comments do not attest to the historicity of these
accounts, although it is possible that a figure such as Faymiyiln did exist.
There is little material in Ibn Hisham about the period between the
time of the original foundation of Christianity in N ajran by Faymiyiln
until the persecution of Dhu Nuwas. In Ibn Hisham's text we arc given
a lengthy story of the fate of the a~b.ab al-ukhdH.d (henceforth: AUl).
According to this account, 6 there was a magician (saf:.ir) who taught
magic to the youth of the town of Najran in a village close by. When
Faymiyiln 7 settled in the region of N ajran, he erected a tent between
the town of Najran and thf) village in which the magician would teach.
Since the children of N ajran would pass by this tent as they went to learn
magic, they had an opportunity to see Faymiyiln worship. One of these
children by the name of 'Abd Allah b. al-Thamir 8 was impressed by
Faymiyiln's devotion and began to sit and liHten to him. After this 'Abd
Allah converted to Islam and proclaimed the unity of God, and began
to ask about the laws (shara'i' al-Islam); when he became proficient in
this, he asked about the greatest name of God ( al-ism al-a' ?am). 9
Faymiyiln apparently knew the greatest name of God, but concealed
it from 'AbdAllah b. Thamir, saying to him: "0 my brother's son! You
would not be able to bear it [the name]; I fear for you on account of your
3 Ibn Hisham, al-Sfra al-nabawiyya, val. 1, pp. ao-:~; repeated in al-TabarT (d.
:310/92a), Ta'rfkh al-rusul wa- 'l-muliik, ii, pp. 121-2. However, the story is quite
laconic in Bala'mT (d. ca. a6aj97a), Ta'rfkh-niima-yi Tabarf, vol. 2, p. 698. Ibn
Khaldun, Ta'rfkh, vol. 2, p. 68 refers to him as Maymiln.
4 Al-MuqaddasT (ca. a5.5/966), al-B ad' wa- 'l-ta'rfkh, val. a, p. 182.
5 E.g., Qur'an 10:106, 21:66, 22:12, etc.
6 Ibn Hisham, val. 1, pp. a:~-5; also a!- Tabar!, ii, pp. 121-2; al-Kala'T (d. 634/12a67), al-Iktifii' bi-mii tar)ammanahu min maghiizfrasul Allah wa-'l-thaliitha al-khulafii',
vol. 1, pp. 7a-4; Ibn al-AthTr (d. 630/12a2), al-Kiimil fi al-ta'rfkh, val. 1, pp. 427-9.
7 Apparently the actual name of Faymiyiln does not appear in the original account,
so there is a harmonizing addition from Ibn Hisham (vol. 1, p. ;~;~), that Faymiyiln
was the name of the "man" ( rajul) who is not named in the original.
8 The name th-m-r (vocalized as Thamir) is at tested in G. Lankester Harding, An
index and concordance of pre-Islamic Arabian names and inscriptions, p. 148.
9 For Jewish beliefs concerning the greatest name of God, see Rebecca Lesses,
Ritual practices to gain power, pp. 100-1, 110-a, 210-a. The obtaining of and nse of
the greatest name of God is a major theme running through Muslim magical literature
(e.g., al-BunT, Shams al-ma'iirif al-kubrii, vol. 1, pp. 86-9) as well as other religions
literature (e.g., al-SnyiltJ, al-Durr al-muna?;:am fi al-ism al-a'?am ).
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weakness with it." At the same time, a!-Thamir, 'Abd Allah's father,
was entirely unaware that his son was not attending sessions with the
magician like the other children, and the magician was starting to bear a
grudge against 'Abd Allah (presumably because of his failure to attend
classes). 'Abd Allah then determined that he was going to learn the
greatest name of God, and so took the sacred arrows (qidalj), and wrote
every name of God that he knew on them, each name on a different
arrow. Then he lit a fire, and proceeded to shoot the arrows into it;
when he reached that with the greatest name on it, and tried to shoot
it in, the arrow flew out of the flame unharmed.
Through this process of elimination, 'Abd Allah learned the greatest
name of God, and went to Faymiyun and told him of the name that
he had learned and how he had learned it. Faymiyun encouraged 'Abd
Allah to keep this knowledge to himself, but instead the latter began to
walk through Najran and singled out each person who had some ailment.
He would say to them: "If you will proclaim the unity of God and enter
into my religion, I will pray to God and He will heal you from whatever
trouble you arc in." 10 'Abd Allah continued to do this until he had
healed everyone in Najran and converted them all.
News of these feats reached the king of Najran, and he called 'Abd
Allah, and said to him: "You have corrupted the people of my town
( qarya) and opposed my religion and the religion of my fathers, so I
am going to make an example of you." 'Abd Allah remained dE£ant,
however, and merely said that the king would be unable to do so. The
king tried to kill 'Abd Allah in three different ways: first by throwing
him off a high mountain, and then by throwing him into the waters
(buljur) ofNajranY As for the third, 'AbdAllah had to give the king a
hint as to how he could actually be killed. He said: "You will never be
able to kill me until you proclaim the unity of God and believe in what
I believe; if you do that then you will have power over me and will be
able to kill me." 12 The king did just that and took a staff with which he
caved in 'Abd Allah b. a!-Thamir's head. There is an enigmatic ending
to all of this: "The king then perished in his place" and the people of
Najran followed the religion of Jesus.
This story is quite interesting, but also raises a number of questions.
First of all, its relation to the story of the a§/jab al-ukhdud, as they are
described in Qur'an 85:1-9, is tenuous. This story is as follows:
10 Ibn

Hisham, Sfra, vol. 1, p. 34.
is unclear exactly what this means. The A U2 accounts below seem to indicate
that a barge was needed to float out into the sea, but the bul],ur here could be some
local water source (thanks to Christian Robin and :-viichael Lecker this observation).
12 Ibid.
11 1t
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By the heaven of the many constellations, and by the promised Day, and by every witness and what is witnessed. Perish the Companions of the Pit [a~5bab al-ukhdud], the fire
well-stoked; while they sat around it, and wme witnessing
what they did to the believers. They did not begrudge them
except that they believed in Allah, the All-Mighty, the AllPraiseworthy, to \Vhom belongs the dominion of the heavens
and the earth .... 13
As is usual with the Qur'an, the allusion is rather indistinct, but
unlike most other Qur'anic stories of prophets and pious figures taken
from biblical and pre-Islamic Arabian sources, apparently the a~bab alukhdud were a group who did not have a single prominent figure to whom
a name could be put. It is also not clear from the Qur'anic reading
whether the a~5bab al-ukhdiid refers to those burned or those doing the
burning. While the dominant reading among the l'viuslim exegetes was
that the a~9bab al-ukhdiid were the ones who were burned, 14 there were
those (apparently Mu'tazilites) who believed that the a~5bab al-ukhdild
were those who carried out the punishment of the believers, and that
they themsdves would be punished in the hereafter .15 Moreover, the
primary punishment meted out by or to the a~bab al-ukhdiid was fire,
which someone - depending upon how one understands the text tended while they observed the fate of the believers unfortunate enough
to he roasted in it. According to the Qur'an, these believms suffered
only because of their belief in God.
It is difficult to reconcile AUl in the history books with that of the
a~bab al-ukhdiid in the Qur'an. 16 Although Faymiyiln appears to have
been morally upright, the conduct of 'Abd Allah h. al-Thamir is, to put
it mildly, unusual. His methods in gaining the awesome power of the
greatest name of God are manipulative and in direct contradiction to
the instructions of his believing master Faymiyiln. 17 Furthermore, in his
confrontation with the king, 'Ahd Allah committed, to a certain (~xtent,
13 All Qur'anic translations are from Majid Fakhry, The Qnr' an: a modern English
version.
14 :VIost of the evidence is presented by Fakhr al-Din al-Razf (d. 606/1209-10),
al-Tafszr al-kabfr, vol. 31, p. ll8; al-Alilsf (d. 1270/1834), R11~. al-ma'iinf fi tafszr
al-Qnr'iin al-'a;:fm wa-sab' al-mathiinf, vol. 16, p. 160.
15 E.g., al-Samarqandf (d. 373/98:3-4), Tafs?:r al-Samarqandf, val. :3, p. 46:3; and
al-Tus! (d. 460/1067-8), al-Tibyiin fi tafszr al-Qnr'iin, vol. 10, p. :H6.
16 Al-:\1awardi (d. 450/1058), al-Nnkat wa-'l-'ny11n: Tafszr al-Mawardz, val. 6, pp.
241-2.
17 And probably embarrassing to later :\1uslim historians: al-Suhaylf, al-Rawrj, alnnnf, vol. 1, pp. 91-4 refutes the idea that anyone could learn the greatest name of
God in this manner, and Ibn Khaldun makes no mention of 'AbdAllah b. Thamir's
learning the greatest name of God: Ta'rzkh Ibn Khaldiin, val. 2, p. 68.
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suicide by giving the king the key to destroying his powms of invincibility.
It is difficult to understand the point of the king's conversion, and equally
difficult to believe that the king was truthful in converting to Islam; if he
had been, why would he still want to kill 'Abd Allah, but if he was not,
then how did he manage to actually kill him? In addition, the king's
behavior- if he is to be associated with the historical Dhu Nuwas (a
convert to Judaism) - is hard to explain. Since he spoke of his and his
ancestors' religion, there is no indication that he was a truly a convert.
But if he was not Jewish, there does not seem to be any obvious reason
why the king should be moved to such a murderous rage against 'Abd
Allah b. al-Thamir. And last, and most obviously, there is absolutely no
mention within the story of any khadd or ukhdiid.
Historians like Ibn Hisham and al-Tabar! (d. 310/923) demonstrated
some ambivalence towards this account by adding that Dhu Nuwas lived
after the time of this story. Al-Tabar! states:
'Abd Allah b. al-Thamir was the leader and the tmiim of
those whom Dhu Nuwas killed. It is said that 'AbdAllah b.
al-Thamir had already been killed; that a previous king had
killed him, and that he was the founder of this religion. Dhu
N uwas only killed those of his religion after him. 18
Like so many of the other frame stories supplied by Muslim historians
to explain allusions in the Qur'an, this one is also problematic 19 All of
the accounts are geographically indistinct and give us virtually nothing
specific upon which to build a historical reconstruction, although a!}/:,iib
al-ukhdiid are said to have been in existence at the time of the antiquarian geographer al-Bakri (d. 487/1094). 20 They are not mentioned in any
of the geographical literature after his time.
The basis of this account and the importance accorded to it by the
early historians seem to be apologetic. Ibn Hisham emphasizes that
Faymiyun "was a man from the remnants of the religion of Jesus" (rajulan min baqiiyii ahl dzn 'lsii b. Maryam), and he is given further epithets
of an ascetic, righteous man. 21 All of these comments indicate that the
Christian community of Najran was seen by Muslim historians as visible proof of an uncorTupted form of the original Christianity that Jesus
preached and which survived in the Yemen until close to the time of
18 AI-TabarT,

ii, p. 123; see Ibn Isf:laq's comments in Ibn Hisham, vol. 1, p. 35.
Andrew Rippin, "The function of asbab al-nuzill in Qur'anic exegesis,"
BSOAS 51 (1988): 1-20; and my "The Prophet Muf:lammad, LabTd al-YahildT and
the commentaries to sura 113," Journal of Semitic Studies 45 (2000): 32:3-45.
20 Al-BakrT, Mu'jam ma ista'jam, vol. 1, p. 121.
21 Ibn Hisham, al-S'i:ra, vol. 1, p. 30; also al-DTnawarT, al-Akhbar al-tiwal, p. 109
(kana bihi qawmun 'ala d'i:ni al-mas'i:l), alladhf lam yubaddal).
19 See
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l\Iulfammad. It is interesting to note that the first part of AUI (mentioning Faymiyun) derives from Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 110/728), while
'AbdAllah b. al-Thamir's account derives from Mulfammad b. Ka'b alQur;q:I (d. ca. 118/736), and is associated with descendants of Jewish
converts to Islam. The more prevalent version, AU2, is that with Christian antecedents and appears in the ~adfth and exegetical literature.

2. lfadfth and exegesis in the story of the king, the
soothsayer-magician, the monk and the boy
The story of the martyrdom of the a:~~iib al-ukhdiid entered the ~adfth
literature in a slightly different form. Not surprisingly, the earliest version of the text appears to be from Yemenite sources, most specifically
from the Mu:~annaf of 'Abd al-Razzaq al-$an'ani (d. 211/826). 22 The
text reads as follows:
There was a king and he had a soothsayer (kiihin) who would
perform soothsaying rites for him. This soothsayer said:
"Find me a youth (ghuliim) who is understanding and intelligent (fapinan) (or he said: keen-minded, laqinan), so that
I can teach him about this, for I fear that when I die this
knowledge will be cut off from you and that there will be noone who can teach it." So they sought a youth according to
the manner in which he described, and ordewd him to attend
to this soothsayer, and to go to him frequently (an yakhtalif
ilayhi).
There was a monk in a cell on the way of the youth (Ma'mar
said: I think that the inhabitants of cells at that time were
muslimun), 23 and the youth began to ask that monk every
time he passed by him, and did not stop until he informed
him, saying: "I only worship God (Allah)," and the youth
began to stay with the monk, and delay [his arrival] to the
soothsayer. So, the soothsayer sent to the family of the youth,
"He is almost not attending me" and the youth told that to
the monk. The monk told him: "\Vhen the soothsayer says:
Where were you?, Say: I was with my family, and when
22 'Abd al-Razzaq al-:)an'ani, Kitiib al-mu§annaf, vol. 5, pp. 420-3 (no. 9751); also
see Tafszr 'Abd al-Razziiq, vol. :~, pp. 413-5 (no. 3568); and al-Tirmidhi (d. 279/892),
al-.liimi' al-§ai}Zi}, vol. 5, pp. 107-10 (no. 3398) (an exact citation of 'Abd al-Razzaq).
23 Presumably in the sense of true monotheists prior to the emergence of Islam.
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your family says: Where were you?, Say: I was with the
soothsayer."
While the youth was doing this, a large group of people
passed who had been detained by a creature (dabba). One
of them said: "This creature is a lion" 24 and the youth took
a stone and said: "0 God ( allahumma), if what the monk
says is true then I ask you that I kill this creature, but if
what the soothsayer says is true, I ask you that I not kill it."
Then he threw it and killed the creature. The people said:
"Who killed it?" They said: "The youth," and the people
sought refuge in fear from the youth, saying: "This youth
knows knowledge that no one else has."
A blind man ( a'ma) heard of him, and came to him, saying:
"If you restore my eyesight, I will give you such-and-such."
The youth said: "I do not want that from you, but if your
eyesight is restored, will you believe in the One who returned
it to you?" He said: "Yes." [The youth] prayed to God and
his eyesight was restored, and the blind man believed.
This reached the king; he sent for them and they were
brought [to him]. He said: "I will surely kill each one of
you in a different way from his companion." He gave an order concerning the monk and the man who had been blind,
and a saw was placed on the head of one of them and he
was killed. The other was killed in a different manner. Then
he [the king] issued an order concerning the youth, saying:
"Take him to Mt. such-and-such and throw him off the top
of it." But when they took him to the place he wanted, they
began slipping off the mountain and fell from it until none
remained but the youth.
He returned and the king gave another order, saying: "Take
him to the sea and throw him in." They took him to the sea
and God caused those who were with him to drown, but God
saved him. The youth said: "You will never kill me until you
crucify me, shoot at me [with arrows] and say when you have
shot at me: 'In the name of the Lord of the youth.' Or he
said: 'In the name of God, the Lord of the youth'."

So he ordered him to be crucified and then shot at him, and
24 It is not inconceivable that the creature was a lion, since there were lions in
Yemen until a century ago. The Italian traveler Ludovico di Varthema who was in
Yemen in 1503-4 also states that "something like a lion" blocked the road to :;>an'a
(The travels of Ludovico di Varthema 1503-08, p. 85).
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said: "In the name of God, Lord of the youth." Then the
youth placed his hand upon his templc 25 and died. The people then said: "This youth has knowledge that no one else
has, so we will believe in the Lord of this youth." It was said
to tlw king: "Did it unnerve you when three [people] oppos("d you? The entire world now opposes you!" So trenches
were dug (Ja-khudda al-ukhdiid), and then fire-wood and fire
were thrown into them. Then the people gathered, and he
said: "\:Vhoever returns to his religion, we will leave them
(unharm(~d); whoever does not, we will throw thmn into the
fire!" So, he began to throw them into the trench. This was
the word of God "Perish the Companions of the Pit [a~5~iib
al-ukhdfid], the fire well-stoked" ... [Qur'an 85:4-5].
This story is related from the well-known companion $uhayb al-Rumi
(d. ca. 38/658-9), who is said to have been a Christian Arab originally
from the region of Maw~il (Iraq) captured by the Byzantines. Eventually
he was sold into slavery, arrived in Medina, met the Prophet Mul.mmmad,
and converted to Islam, closely paralleling the career of Faymiyun. 26 It
is difficult not to sense that the entire sequence is misplaced in Yemen,
with talk of monks and monks' cells (so common in the Fertile Crescent),
and other details discussed below.
The above version of the a!J~.iib al-ukhdiid story (henceforward AU2)
exists in a number of subsidiary versions which are to be found in both
the ~.adzth and the exegetical literature. 27 While the version in 'Abd
al-Razzaq is narrated from the isntid of $uhayb-'Abd al-Ral;man b.
Abr Layla-Thabit al-Bunani-Ma'mar-'Abd al-Razzaq, the two other
prominent versions, one in the authoritative ~adfth collection of Muslim
(d. 261/875) (henceforth AU2-M) and the other in the exegesis of the
historian and exegete al-1'abari, Jiimi' al-bayiin (henceforth AU2-1'),
arc given slightly different i.mtids. Muslim's i.mtid joins that of 'Abd alRazzaq at Thabit and continues Thabit-l:fammad b. Salama-Haddab
b. Khalid, 28 while al-1'abari's isniid joins that of Muslim at the link of
25 It

is not clear how he could have done this while being crucified.
Ibn I;Iajar, al-l§iiba fi tamyfz al-§ai}iiba, val. 2, pp. 195-6 (no. 4105); Ibn
'Asakir, Ta'rfkh madznat Dimashq, val. 24, pp. 209-45 (no. 2905).
27 'Jot all of the exegetes were convinced that the a§i}iib al-ukhdud story should
be identified with 'Jajran: al-:VIawardi, vol. 6, pp. 241-2 lists the other possibilities:
'Ali: of the i}abasha [Ethiopians]; ~ujahid: Najran; Ibn 'Abbas: of the Banil Isra'Il;
'Atiyya al-'Awfi: Daniel and his companions; al-I;Iasan: people from Yemen; 'Abd
al-Raf,tman b. al-Zubayr: a group of Christians in Constantinople at the time of
Constantine; al-r;:>af,tf.tak: a group of Christians in Yemen about 40 years before the
mission of ~uhammad.
28 '\1uslim b ..I;Iajjaj, /)ai}fi} Muslim, vol. 8, pp. 229-31; also al-Nawawi, Shari} $a/}?:!}
Muslim, vol. 11, pp. 7289-90; al-Hindi (d. 97.5/1567-8), Kanz al-'ummiil, vol. 15, pp.
26 See
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Hammad but goes to I_Iarami b. 'Umara. 29
These two subsidiary versions of AU2 differ from each other and are
in places incomprehensible unless compared with each other. In both
versions the kahin changes back to sa(l,ir (magician) of AUl. Instead
of merely complaining when the youth takes his time with the monk,
the magician beat him and remonstrated with him; likewise the youth's
family. When the youth kills what in the AU2-M and AU2- 1' versions
is called al-dabba al-'a~?:ma (the awe-inspiring creature), 30 the narrative
takes on considerably more detail:
[The youthj3 1 said: "Now I will know - is the magician
better in the eyes 32 of God or the monk?" So he took a rock,
and said: "0 God (allahumma) if the monk is more beloved
to you than the magician, then when I throw my rock, let it
kill him [the beast] while the people are passing by." So he
threw it and killed [the beast], while the people passed. This
news reached the monk, and the monk (T. came to/ M. said
to) the youth: "[M. 0 my son]: you are greater 33 than I am
[M. what you have done has reached me]; if you are tortured
do not reveal me." The youth would heal those born blind,
the lepers and those suffering from other maladies.
The king had a boon-companion who became blind, [T. and
it was said to him "There is a youth who heals those born
blind, the lepers and those suffering from other illnesses so
maybe you should go to him."] So he took [M. many] gifts
for him and said "0 youth, if you heal me, all of these gifts
are yours." 34 He said: "I am not [T. a doctor] who can heal
you, but God heals, and so if you believe then I will pray to
God to heal you." The blind man believed and he [the youth]
159-63 (no. 40466); al-Khazin a!-Baghdadi (d. 725/1335), Tajsfr al-Khiizin, vo!. 6, pp.
397-9; also see the similar version in al-Nasa'I (d. 303/915-6), Tajsfr al-Nasii'f, vo!. 2,
pp. 509-13 (from the isniid Thabit-Ijlammad b. Salama-'Affan b. Muslim-Al;tmad
b. Sulayman); and other similar versions in al-Wal;tidi al-Naysaburi (d. 468/1075-6),
al- Wasft /f tajsfr al-Qur'iin al-majfd, vo!. 4, pp. 459-60; al-An~ari, (d. 481/1088-9),
Tajsfr-i adabf va-'irfiinf: Kashf al-asriir, vo!. 2, pp. 602-3; and al-Fayq al-Kashi (d.
1091/1680), Tajsfr al-~ii/f, vo!. 5, pp. 309-11.
29 Al-Tabari, Jiimi' al-bayiin /f ta'wfl iiy al-Qur'iin, vo!. 30, pp. 133-4; cited slightly
differently by al-Samarqandi, Tafszr, vo!. 3, pp. 464-5. For Ijlarami b. 'Umara, see
al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-kamiil /f asmii' al-rijiil (Beirut, 1988), vol. 5, pp. 556-8.
30 Al-Nasa'i:, Tafsfr al-Nasii'f, vo!. 2, p. 510 adds fazi'a (diibba fazi'a 'a?fma).
31 From a!-Tabar!; Muslim, "he said."
32 T. (al-Tabari) arif,ii; M. (Muslim) afif,al.
33 T. khayr; M. afif,al.
34 T. yii ghuliimu in abra'tanf fa-hiidhihi al-hadiiyii kulluhii laka; M. mii hiihunii
laka ajma'u in anta shafaytanf.
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prayed to God and healed him. The blind man sat:15 with
the king as he used to sit, and the king said "[T. Weren't
you blind? M. Who returned your sight to you?)" [T. He
said: "Yes." He said: "Who healed you?") He said "My
Lord." He said: "Do you have any other lord besides me?"
He said: "Yes, my Lord and your Lord is Allah." [T. They
took him to be tortured, M. They continued to torture him
until he pointed out the youth) [T. He said: "You will show
me who taught you that" and he pointed the youth to him].
So he called the youth, and said: "Renounce your faith" and
the youth refused, so he took him to be tortured, then he
pointed the monk out to him. Then he took the monk and
said: "Renounce your religion" and he refused. So he placed
a saw upon his [th() monk's] head:J 6 and sliced him [in two]
until he fell to the ground. Then he took the blind man, and
said "Verily, if you do not renounce your religion, I will kill
you!" And the blind man refused, so he put th(~ saw upon
his head, 37 and sliced him [in two] until he fell to the ground.
Then he said to the youth: [T. "Renounce - or I will kill
you!" M. "Renounce your religion!"] and he refused.
[M. He thfm surnmdered him to a group of his companions]
and said [T. "Take him to the peak of a mountain. M. Take
him to Mt. so-and-so, take him up it and when you have
reached its peak], if he renounces his religion [then fine], but
if not- toss him over.":ls [T. When they arrived at the peak
of the mountain, they fell off of it and all died. M. They took
him to the peak of the mountain but the mountain shook,
they fell off and all died.] The youth came seeking39 the king
and entered into his presence, and he said: [T. "'Vhere are
your companions?" M. "What did your companions do?"]
He said: "God took care of them for me." He [M. gave him
to a group of his companions and] said: "Take him and put
him in a barge ( qurq1tr), 10 and set sail in the sea. If he
renounces his religion [then fine), if not drown 41 him." So
35 T.

qa'ada; M. jalasa.
:\1. mafriq ra'sihi.

36T. hii.ma;
37 Ibid.
38 T.

wa-illii fa-dalyAii}hu; :\1. fa-'!ra/}hu.
ja'a al-ghuliim yatalammasu; M. ja'a yamshf.
40 If this is taken from the Syriac qorqoro, "a light boat, a ship's boat", it might
indicate a Syrian milieu.
41 T. gharriqhu; :'v:!. iqdhifhu.
39 T.
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they took him 42 and when they had set sail to sea, the youth
prayed: "0 God, enable me to take care of them!" and the
boat flipped them over [M. and they drowned]. The youth
came seeking the king and came before him, and the king
said: ""Where arc your companions?" He said: [T. "I prayed
to God, and] He took care of them for me." [T. He said:
"Verily, I am going to kill you!"] He said: "You will not be
able to kill me until you do 43 what I command you." The
vouth then said to the king: "Gather the people onto one
~lain (~a'fd waf;,id),H then crucify me [M. on a beam], then
take an arrow from my quiver [M. and place it in the middle
of a bow] and shoot it at me, saying: In the name of the
Lord of the youth! [M. Then shoot it at me] and then you
will have killed me."
So he gathered the people onto one plain, crucified him [M.
on a beam], took an arrow from his quiver, placed it in the
middle of the bow, shot it, and said "In the name of [M. God]
the Lord of the youth!" The arrow landed in the temple of
the youth [T. and he placed his hand thus upon his temple
and the youth died], and the people said: "We believe in the
Lord of the youth [M. We believe in the Lord of the youth,
we believe in the Lord of the youth]" [T. They15 said to the
king: "What have you done? That from which you were
cautioned has come to pass. The people have believed!" M.
The king was approached and it was said to him: "Do you sec
that that from which you were warned has, by God, come to
pass. The people have believed."] So he ordered [T. for them
to be taken to the entrances of the streets], to dig trenches
( ukhdud) [M. at the entrances of the streets], and to light 46
fires, [T. and to take them] and say: "If they renounce [M.
your religion] [good and well]; if not, throw 47 them [T. into
the fire.]" [T. They would throw them into the fire], and then
a woman came with her boy, and when she went into the fire
42 Al-~asa'I,

Taf9fr, vol. 2, p. 512, fa-lajjaju bihi fi al-bai}.r.
ta§na' a; :\1. taf' ala.
44 This seems reminiscent of narratives of the final judgment; see al-BnkharT,
$a/.!fJ.!, vol. 4, p. 127 (no. 3:~40): yajma'u Allahu al-awwalfn wa-'l-akhirfn fi §a'fd
wai}.id ... (cf. §a'fd wai}.id, vVensinck, ed., Concordance et indices de la tradition
musulmane, s." .).
45 Presumably the king's advisors.
46 T. fjarrama fihi; M. i[rj}ram; see also al-TanukhT, al-Faraj ba'd al-shidda, vol. 1,
p. 78.
47 T. alqihim; :vr. fa- 'J.!miliihu.
43 T.
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and felt the heat, she drew back 4 H [T. because of the heat].
[T. Her boy, M. the youth (ghuliim)] said to her "Mother, [T.
go on, M. Emdure, for you are in the right" [T. and she went
into the fire]."
Comparison of the texts in Muslim and Tabar!, together with the
subsidiary texts (for example in al-Nasa'I's Taf9fr) reveals that this story
had not achieved any literary or linguistic unity by the time the lJadfth
and exegetical literature was being written down in the 3rd /9th centuries.
What is most interesting about the differences between AU2- 1' and AU 2M is the fact that while the story is clearly more or less the same, the
versions seem to preserve dialectic linguistic differences. This does not
detract from other implausibilities, such as the account of the attempt
to drown the youth in the sea (unlikely in Najran). Substantial details
are added on to the base of what was apparently a confusing story in
order to elucidate matters. Unfortunately these two versions are only the
beginning of what in the larger Muslim literature is already a difficult
story because of its content.

3. Exegesis and issues
Not surprisingly, Muslim historians and scholars were confused by the
contradictions between the two main versions of the a{j/:tiib al-ukhdild
story. It is interesting that those early writers who might be in a position to know both versions, such as the historian and exegete al- Tabar!,
chose the first version for their history books 19 and the second for their
exegesis or ~,adfth works without resolving the problems between the two
(see below for further discussion of this point). Others like al-Dinawari
(d. 282/895-6) created a harmonizing tradition in which many of the
problems are resolved. In al-Dinawari's account, after Dhu Nuwas converted to Judaism, he confronted 'AbdAllah b. al-Thamir who was at
that time the king of Najran. When 'Abd Allah refused to convert, his
head was caved in with a sword, and he was walled into the city walls
while the other Christians were burnt in the ditches. 50 (In AUI, conwajadat ~.ar'T' al-niir fa-naka§al; :\1. taqii'asat an taqa'a fihii.
translation and commentary in Bosworth, Tabarf, pp. 200-2.
50 Al-DTnawarT, Akhbiir, p. 109; the story in a!-Ya'qilbT (d. 292/905), Ta'rfkh alYa'q71bf, p. 171 is similar with the exception of the fact that 'AbdAllah b. al-Thamir
is merely referred to as al-rajul. The later Persian historical tradition tends to follow
harmonizing trends as well; see Mirkhwand (d. 903/1498), Ta'rfkh Rawiat al-~afii
fi sfrat al-anbiyii' va- 'l-muWk va- 'l-khulafii', vol. 2, pp. 546-9; and Kh w andamTr (d.
962/1.~35"?), Ta'rzkh-i Jfabfb al-siyar-, vol. 1, pp. 274-6.
48 T.

49 See
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siderably earlier than that of al-Dinawari, the first Muslim conquerors
actually found the body of 'Abd Allah b. al-Thamir with his hand still
covering the hole in his head. After they moved his hand, blood flowed
from the wound:" 1 ) Some later figures, such as the commentator alSuhayli (d. 581/1185-6), who commented on Ibn Hisham's Sfm, and
the historian-exegete Ibn Kathir (d. 77 4/1372--3) 52 flatly stated that the
two versions could not be harmonized or rationalized according to Islam,
because both contained elements that were problematic from a religious
point of view. Presumably Ibn Kathir means by this the use of the greatest name of God in AU1 and manner by which the youth brings about
his own death in AU2. Other historians, such as Ibn al-Athir, quote
both versions. 5 a But most historians were more influenced by AU2, and
so, like the historian-exegete Ibn al-J awzi (d. 597/ 1200), they especially
favored AU2-M, no doubt because of the prominence of Muslim's collection. 54
Other subsidiary exegetical versions in Persian are once again different from the versions previously cited, and will be referred to as AU2-P.
The earlier version (probably) is that of al-Silrabadi (d. 494/1100-1). 55
In it the king claimed divinity, which gives the overall story more coherence. In other versions of AU2 the king had used the ambiguous
term rabb, which could mean "lord" without meaning God; in AU2-P
he uses the word khuda, god. But most surprisingly the magician is
made to be the one who was healed by the youth. He lamented to the
youth that he wished he had two eyes with which to see him, and the
youth prayed to heal him. From there the story proceeds naturally with
the magician being forced to tell the king of the identity of the one who
healed him. The Taf9fr-i Qur' an-i majfd (otherwise known as The Cambridge Anonymous Tajsfr), probably dating from about the same time
as Surabadi, also preserves a different version in which the story of the
a§~.ab al-ukhdiid is mixed with that of Daniel 56 and his companions in
the fiery furnace (Daniel 3). 57 Although the name of Yilsuf Dhil Nuwas
is given, he is said to be in either Maw~il (Iraq) or Najran, and the entire
·" 1 Ibn Hisham, al-Szra,
52 Al-Suhay!I, al-Rawlj.

vol. 1, p. 36.
al-unuf, vol. 1, pp. 94f.; and Ibn KathTr, al-Bidiiya wa- '1nihiiya, vol. 2, pp. 129-32 (at p. 129 he says humii muta'iirilj.atiin, the versions are
contradictory).
53 Ibn al-AthTr, Kiimil, vol. 1, pp. 429-31; also al-Kala'T, Iktifii', vol. 1, pp. n-6.
54 Ibn al-JawzT, Munta?am, vol. 2, pp. 154-6.
55 Al-SfirabadT, Tafszr-i Siiriibiidz, vol. 4, pp. 2790-2.
56 Note other figures who were thrown into the fire in the Yemen and did not burn,
such as Abu Muslim al-KhawlanT; see al-TamTmT, Kitiib al-mi/;!an, pp. :~58-9.
57 Tafszr-i Qur'iin-i majzd, vol. 2, pp. 574-5; see E.G. Browne, "An Old Persian
commentary on the Kur'an," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1894): 417-.524,
on the dating of this text.
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sequence of the boy, the monk and the magician is missing. Instead, the
king and his wazzr make the people bow down before an idol but throw
anyone who does not comply into the fire. The story of the woman and
her child is added on artificially at the end.
Reading these accounts, one is confronted with these irreconcilable
differences and some thematic issues. It is difficult to tell why precisely
the figure of the soothsayer-magician is included at all (other than in
AU2-P). He only functions as a schoolmaster, and does not seem to have
had any inflmmce over the king in the latter's decision to kill the youth
and the monk. The figure of the monk is problematic as well. In AU1
he is presented as a passive figure, located in his cell and only engaging
the youth upon the latter's initiative. Even more bizarrely, the monk,
when he was presented with the problem of the youth missing out on his
lessons with the magician, advises the youth to lie to both the magician
and to his family. Such conduct hardly merits praise in any context. It
is unclear precisely why the monk never had access to the type of power
that the youth was to show, since according to AU1 he knew the greatest
name of God, while in the later versions he is presented at the very least
as having some power (although not as great as that of the youth).
Interestingly enough, there is a fragment in Ibn a!-' Arabi's (d. 638/
1240) Mu~a~arat al-abrar in which Faymiyiln is said to have slain a
tinnzn (a snake, a monster) aided by the power of God:
\Vhile he was praying, a tinnzn came toward him, a snake
with seven heads. \Vhen Faymiyiln saw it, he cursed it and
it died. $alil_l 5 H saw this and did not know what hit it and so
he feared it. He lamented and screamed: "0 Faymiyun! The
tinnzn is coming toward you!" but he did not turn towards
it ... $alil_l knew that he had seen his place [with God] and he
said to him: "0 Faymiyun! You know, by God, that I have
never loved anyone the way I love you; I desire to accompany
you, since the kaynilna is with you and wherever you go." 59
Although the meaning of the word kaynilna is obscure, the idea that
Faymiyiln had great powers seems to be attested in more than just AU1
and AU2. Perhaps there is a larger group of stories that are attached
to this figure that might put the story into more of an understandable
context.
But the oddest figure is that of the youth who dominates the entire
story except for the artificial ending. He is presented as intellectually
5 8 0ne of his assistants.
59 Ibn al-'Arabi, Mu!Jiilj,arat

al-abriir wa-musiimarat al-akhyiir jf al-adabiyyiit wanawiidir al-akhbiir-, vol. 1, p. 188.
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and religiously curious. In AU1 he gains the power of thf) greatest name
of God through a process of elimination, and then proceeds to use it in
ways that are erratic, to say the le&<>t. In AU2 he acquires knowledge
that nobody else knows, and proceeds to heal people. His statements in
this section of the tradition are in accord with Muslim ideals; however,
his choice of a criterion by which to test his faith in God is unusual.
The awe-inspiring creature, whatever it was, 60 that the youth kills in
order to find out whether the God of the monk is the true God or not
replaces in AU2 and its subsidiary versions the idea that the youth learns
the greatest name of God. 61 This is not the most convincing feature
of the story, since it seems unlikely (without any certain knowledge of
what type of creature this was) that this feat would impress anybody.
However, according to the responses of the people in AU2, who said:
"This youth possesses knowledge ('alima 'ilman) that no one else has,"
for some reason killing the creature demonstrated powerful knowledge.
How people would know generally about this type of knowledge, since the
existence of the greatest name of God can hardly have been a common
phenomenon, is also unclear. Later, in the healing of the blind man in
AU2 and its subsidiary versions, there is no mention of the greatest name
of God; the healing takes place in an ordinary fashion through prayer.
However, the youth's most unusual abilities come to light when he is
sentenced to death. Three times the king tries to kill him, each time in
a different way (reminiscent of the three temptations of Jesus (Matthew
4:1-10; Luke 4:1-13). While after each of the first two unsuccessful attempts to put him to death he comes back willingly to the king - even
though he could have presumably fled -- the third is successful. During the course of this attempt to put him to death, he actually gives
the king advice on how to kill him. Although his two compatriots, the
healed blind man and the monk, were put to death in gruesome ways,
the youth's death involving crucifixion and multiple arrow wounds 62 is
particularly brutal. 63 But the most unusual element of this whole sequence is the fact that tlw king has to proclaim his belief in one God in
order to kill the youth.
Why precisely the element of the king declaring his faith is so significant, why the youth would be protected from bodily harm until such a
60 This issue continued to confuse the exegetes (see note 24); the Ottoman Isma'Il
l;IaqqT al-Bursawi (d. 1137 /1724-5), Tafszr riily, al-bayiin, val. 10, p. 387 says "a lion
or a snake (l}ayya) called in Persian azhdar [a dragon]."
61 Perhaps along the lines of the test of Gideon, Judges 6:36-40.
62 Arrows overall seem to play a role in the story: the youth discovers the greatest
name of God through arrow divination, and is then executed (presumably destroying
the protective power of the name) by arrows.
63 The crucifixion of the martyrs of Najran is attested in Moberg, Book of the
Himyarites, p. cix.
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declaration was made, or what incentive he had in revealing the manner
by which this protection could be overcome, is quite unclear. Logically,
the youth's protection was knowledge of the greatest name of God; however, in the versions of AU2 this is never mentioned. It is equally unclear
why the king, once he had made a public declaration of faith, would be
able to kill the youth or even desire to do so. Why the people who converted to the youth's belief in one God did not challenge the king or at
least shame him because of his proclamation, even as he was sentencing
them to death, is also unclear. The entire story would seem to encourage
hypocritical conversions to Islam, since the king is clearly insincere. In
the historical version of the story (AU1), the persecution of the Christians of Najran by Dhu Nuwas makes a good deal of sense. Since these
people were perhaps a danger to the unity of the country (or might sympathize with Dhu Nuwas' enemies in Ethiopia), it is easy to see why they
had to die. But in the story of the king and the youth, it is unclear what
precisely the danger posed by the conversion of youth and the others
was, with the exception of the idea that they would have a sovereign
above and beyond the king. The difference between the versions seems
to be that while in AU1 the threat posed by the a$/:tiib al-ukhdud was
that they were leaving the faith of their fathers, in AU2 the king claims
either lordship or divinity and is threatened by their conversions.
The belief system represented in the a:5/:tiib al-ukhdud stories is rather
indistinct. This is best represented by the phrase rabb al-ghulam, "the
Lord of the youth," which the people cry out at the end of the story. "We
believe in the Lord of the youth" is reminiscent of the many Qur'anic
references to a deity worshiped by the opponent of a prophetic figure,
who converts following a demonstration of God's power, but knows virtually nothing about the faith he now professes. For example, when
Moses defeated the magicians of Pharaoh (cf. Ex. 7:8-12), the Qur'anic
sequence is similar: "Then the magicians fell down prostrate. They said:
We believe [now] in the Lord of Aaron and Moses." (20:70, versions in
7:122, 26:48). Just as in the a$/:tiib al-ukhdud story, the magicians are
willing almost immediately to die for their new faith (20:72-3) the name
of whose deity they do not know. This is partially religious triumphalism, but perhaps also harks back to the idea that Islam is the natural
religion of humanity (the idea of fitra) and therefore it is unnecessary to
know the particulars - other than the profession of the one God.
It is interesting that the version of the a$/:tiib al-ukhdud story in the
Qi$a$ al-anbiya' (stories of the Prophets) literature (henceforth AU3)
is yet different again from those listed above. In the version given by
al-Tha'labi (d. 427/1036), the above story is cleaned up considerably. 64
64 Al-Tha'labi,

'Ara'is al-majalis, pp. 439-41, see the translation by William Brin-
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The dabba 'a~?:ma of AU2 in AU3 becomes a snake (?!ayya), which makes
the sequence of stoning credible, but detracts from the miraculous nature
of the story overall. The blind man healed by the youth becomes the
king's nephew, and the conversation between this nephew and the youth
prior to the former being healed of his blindness is far more detailed.
When the methods by which the king attempted to kill the youth are
listed, an attempt with a sword is added. After the youth is killed, the
narrative is much more coherent, as the people immediately proclaim
the shahada and use Islamic phrases. In this martyrological sequence,
the mother in AU3 has three children: the first two are thrown into the
fire after she refuses to apostatize, but she wavers with the third and
youngest (still nursing as in the other versions). When she intended
to renounce Islam, the young boy spoke to her and persuaded her to
stay constant; unlike the other versions instead of jumping into the fire
herself, they are both cast in. 65
It is the very last sequence, the story of the woman and her young boy
(§abf or ghulam) that seems to be the oldest. Muqatil b. Sulayman (d.
150/767) in his Tafsi:r recounts this as an isolated fragment, and it may
derive from some Christian martyrology. 66 According to this element of
the story, eighty men and nine women believed in taw?!zd, and Dhii Nuwas
ordered them to abandon Islam. When they refused, he ordered them to
be tortured in the fire, and all of them were burnt. (It is interesting that
this is almost exactly a reversal of the historical Martyrs of Najran, of
whom far more seem to have been women.) 67 When only a woman who
had a very young son (sometimes described as rar;lf', suckling) was left,
she is said to have hesitated at the point of going into the fire so that
the people asked demanded from her to apostatize. Several times she
is said to have gone back and forth between the fire and apostasy, until
finally her son spoke to her and said: "0 mother, there is a fire before
you that will never be put out [hell-fire]" and then she threw herself into
the flames. This boy is said to have been one of the few who spoke at
ner, 'Ara'is al-majalis fi qi§a§ al-anbiya' or lives of the prophets, pp. 728-31; also
the Persian version of Ibrahim b. Man~ilr al-Naysabilri (ft. 5th/11th cen.), Qi§a§
al-anbiya', pp. 390-3.
65 0ther versions such as that of Rabghilzi (ca. 7-8th /13-14th cens.), al-Rabghiiz!:
the stories of the prophets: Qi§a§ al-anbiya', an eastern Turkish version, val. 2, pp.
753-5 {from Manuscript C, not in the regularly printed versions of Rabghilzi) are so
different that they would require an entirely separate analysis.
66 Muqatil b. Sulayman, Tafs?:r, val. 4, pp. 647-8; continued by Hud b. Mul}akkam
al-Hawwari (ft. ca. 3rd/9th cen.), Tafs'ir Kitab Allah al-'az'iz, val. 4, pp. 491-2; Ibn
Abi Zamanin {d. 399 /1008-9), Tajsfr Ibn Abf Zaman!n, val. 2, pp. 503-4; al-Tha'alibi
{d. 875/1470-1), al-Jawahir al-Q,isan fi tafs!r al-Qur'an, val. 3, p. 463; and by the
Shi'I al-Tabrisi {d. 548/1153-4), Majma' al-bayan, val. 10, p. 248.
67 E.g., Moberg, Himyarites, pp. cx-cxiii, cxiv, cxviii, cxxi, cxiii, cxxvii-cxxxiv
(male martyrs are listed on pp. cxvi-cxvii).
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such a young age. 68 Incidentally, the presence of this further ghnliim
raises the question of whether he is actually the "youth" from which the
story takes its title. Despite the fragmentary nature of this story, it is
really the only section of the story that has a topical connection with
the Qur'anic sequence, and is one of thf~ earliest literary martyrologies
in Islam not connected with the life of Mul,lammad. 69

4. Conclusions: martyrology, history and f:Ladfth
\Vhcther or not the accounts of the a:9~iib al-7tkhdiid have any historical
value is a question that stands apart from their usefulness in Islam as
a martyrological account. Comparison of the stories above with those
of the historical l\Iartyrs of N ajran does not reveal very many similarities. Whih~ the youth is given three or four types of martyrdom, only
crucifixion overlaps with the punishments inflicted upon the Martyrs of
Najran, which included stoning, breaking of bones, being dragged by a
camel, being beaten to death and many other variants. It seems rather
unlikely that drowning in the sea, which is not very close to Najran,
would have been an attractive option for the king. While the theme of
burning in the 7tkhdiid may overlap with the martyrological narratives,
the burning is almost always associated with being burnt in houses or
in churches. And the story of the little boy who speaks to his mother
could have parallels in a number of stories of young children who arc
mentioned in the martyrologies, except for the fact that none of these
children are mentioned in conjunction with th!~ir mothers when they are
put to death (let alone being burnt alive).
Whether the a!}~iib al-ukhdiid narratives are based upon historical
recollection is open to question. The narratives described above arc
highly contradictory and, oddly, in their most dominant form, avoid any
of the details that would lend the story cwdibility. Names arc replaced
with generic terminology, historical themes that appear in earlier accounts become moralizing rather than historically rooted in later ones.
This trend is most apparent in the accounts of the historian and exegete
al-Tabar!. His historical accounts demonstrate some skepticism about
the relevance of the stories connected with the a:9~iib al-ukhdud, as he
68 Al-Tha'labi, 'Ara'is, p. 441, lists six infants who spoke from the cradle: .Joseph,
the son of 'J!ashita (daughter of Pharaoh), .John the Baptist, .Jesus (Qnr'an 3:46,
5:110, 19:29), the companion of St. George, and the boy of the ukhdiid.
69 It is used by .Tala! al-Din Rilmi, Masnawf, p. 35; trans. Nicholson, The Mathnawi
of Jalaluddin Rum?:, vol. 1, pp. 44-5; also .Tan Knappert, Islamic legends, val. 1, pp.
183-4 (Swahili version).
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points out the fact that the cardinal connecting point with the Qur'anic
narrative, the mention of the mysterious ukhdiid goes virtually unmentioned in the story attached to it. 70 But this skepticism is not to be
found in the text of his Qur'anic commentary. While in his Ta'rzkh he
cites the versions of the story with names (that of 'AbdAllah b. Thamir
for example), no hint of this version is given in his commentary. Even
the early account of Muqatil, which seems to preserve the base form of
the woman and young boy martyrs, does not contain useful historical
information.
The Qur'an has few stories of martyrdom. However, the a§l},iib alukhdiid are said to have been roasted for their belief in God ~ if one
accepts the general interpretation that they are the ones being burned
in the verses and not the ones doing the roasting. Is the story of the
a§l},iib al-ukhdiid true martyrdom or is it suicide? Through the period of
the three attempts upon the youth, the latter demonstrated invincibility.
The king's servants were unable to throw him off a mountain or drown
him, and in the end the youth is killed only because he reveals to the
king the manner in which he can be killed. This is quite peculiar, and
stands out in contrast to most martyrdom narratives in which the martyr
is not actually responsible for his own death. Here, the youth appears
to have been protected by the power accorded to him by the monk.
However, this logically raises the question of why it was that the monk
could not (or would not) defend himself? If one is to take classical
Christian martyrologies as an example, then the ideal martyrdom should
be a confrontation of power: the worldly power of the evil oppressor
should be countered by the spiritual power of the oppressed. But in
fact the two principal figures, the two natural opposites of the story (the
soothsayer-magician and the monk) are both passive figures. The real
confrontation is between the king and the youth, and raises the question
of what precisely the reason is behind the youth's martyrdom.
While it is possible that like in the Anonymo11s Cambridge Tafszr,
details of the Daniel story have influenced that of the a,5l},ab al-ukhdiid,
it seems that here is an example of a partially recollected historically
based story that has gone through repeated refinements to end up as
a moralizing tale. 71 The trajectory of this l},adzth moves further away
from whatever historical roots it might have had into generalities. But
unlike most l},adzth, this story never achiev(~d a set form and is still ~
if we are to take into account the Swahili versions ~ changing through
70 It is interesting that while burning is mentioned quite a number of times in the
Christian accounts (Moberg, Himyarites, pp. cxi-iii; Shahid, Martyrs, pp. 46-7, 49),
never is a pit or a ditch mentioned.
71 Such as the stories in Ibn Abi al-Dunya's many books or those in Ibn Qudama's
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the telling. The ongm of AU1 seems to haw~ been Yemeni legends,
albeit with an apologdic tone, but the origin of AU2 would seem to
have been either Syrian or Iraqi -- despite the fact that it appears first
in the Yemeni 'Abd al-Razzaq's Mn~~annaf. \Vhile these versions are
probably based upon some Christian martyrology, one should not forget
possible Hindu influences as well. Comparison of the story of the king's
son Prahlada, appearing in al-Birilni's Tal}qfq mii li-Z-Hind, is also a
possibility. 72 This story includes the elements of the religious quest of
the boy, the influence of another (unnamed) religious master who seduces
him away from the faith of his father, and three attempts by his father
to kill him. In the last two attempts upon his life, the boy is thrown into
the sea (as in AU2, etc) and finally into a fire, from which he converses
with his father after remaining unburnt. However, as Narasimha (avatar
of Vishnu) eventually rescues the boy, the the Hindu tale does not end in
martyrdom. It appears to have been combined with the sequence of the
woman and her young boy, taken from Muqatil, into a complete story.
If there are genuine historical fragments inside AU2, they are difficult to
reveal.
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